
OVERVIEW OF THE KINGSTON 
POLICE K9 AND EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE UNIT 2023





K9 Unit
 Began here in 1998 just prior to Kingston Police taking over both 

Pittsburgh Township and Kingston Township.  OPP had one handler 
position in Kingston at this time. 

 We have had many success stories over the years and some setbacks 
including the loss of PSD ‘Scout’ unexpectedly in late 2006 at age 5 
and Zeus while still in service in 2020.

 Expansion of unit in 2010 to two dog teams with Cst Jeff Dickson and 
PSD ‘Indy’.

 At present Jeff Dickson with PSD ‘Dak’ and Paul Doak with PSD ‘Bask’ 
– both dogs are approximately 4 years old. General Service Dogs which 
complete a number of tasks for our police service.

 Last month as part of succession planning we had an officer 
successfully complete the OPP K9 Assessment course and is slated to 
attend the general service course in Orillia in August for 18 weeks



PSD ‘DAK’ AND ‘BASK’



K9 Unit Overview

 Tracking wanted or missing persons
 Open area searches for wanted or missing persons
 Article searches
 Building searches
 Assist ERU with high-risk arrests – use of force option
 Controlled Drugs and Substances detection
 Public Demonstrations – displays
 Assist outside agencies



Tracking





Missing person searches





High-risk arrests



Drug searches



Public demonstrations



Call volume
 Average between 75 and 100 calls for service per year. Fluctuates 

depending on availability (courses), and other factors.
 Assist Patrol Division, ERU and Drug Enforcement majority of calls.
 Approximately half of calls for service are searching for wanted 

persons or missing and despondent individuals.
 Assist other agencies: OPP, Belleville, CBSA.
 On-call 24/7 with take home vehicle and kennel at residence. 

Officers work a normal shift schedule assigned to an ERU team and 
assist patrol with regular calls for service when not conducting k9 
calls. Another officer available on the road.

 In 2009 prior to unit expansion I was called out off-duty some 45 
times, usually between midnight and 4am.

 Expansion allowed local training, mentoring, a back-up in case of an 
injury to the dog or handler, and small break from the pager.

 Success really depends on a team approach:  Good dog and handler, 
supervisors, patrol officer’s actions at scene, buy-in from senior 
administration and community to support the unit.



Related Issues
 Expense of dog itself, vet, food, vehicle, equipment.  Price of dogs has 

risen exponentially over the years.
 A lot of time to initially train (longest course in policing), constant ongoing 

(weekly) training required. Provincial standards are required to be 
maintained.

 Potential for injury or loss of a dog through injury or disease early in their 
career.

 Handlers typically only get better with experience….more of an art than a 
science.  Mentoring with other handlers does help.

 Liability/Legal issues. Handlers are required to be expert witnesses in 
court and responsible for any use of force applications of the dog. 
Oversight in the Province by OIPRD and SIU

 Officer burn out due to the lifestyle of being a doghandler.  On-call, 
responsible for the dog at all times, even on days off. 

 Recruitment: many officers are now looking for a lifestyle balance 
between work and time-off.  Only 3 officers applied for this latest position 
and only 1 was actually eligible. Also sometimes difficult to justify a 
‘specialty’ position if numbers are lean elsewhere.



EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT



Brief history………
 Kingston Police Emergency Response Unit formed in 1981 due to a number of factors: call 

with a suspect and a high-powered rifle on outer Montreal St.  Most police agencies starting 
specialized response teams in the 70s early 80s.  OPP TRU, Toronto ETF, RCMP ERT etc. 
Specialized training and equipment to deal with high-risk calls more safely for the public, 
police and suspect themselves.

 Original team was comprised of only a handful or members, part-time position while 
completing other police duties.  Some basic equipment such as long-rifles, gas masks, pole 
mirrors, flashlights etc.  When I joined in 1999 the team was at 12 officers and a unit 
Sergeant but still made up of officers from other units within the department.

 Partially as a result of the Provincial Adequacy Standards in Ontario – O Reg 3/99 under the 
Police Service Act section 21, Kingston was eventually moved to a “full-time” unit in 2005.

 These standards were implemented for the Province and municipalities to have a 
standardized, professional and consistent response to various types of police calls including: 
barricaded individual, hostage takings etc.  This ensured that if a police department was 
going to provide these services to their population, than it would be equipped and trained to a 
high-level.  

 In operational terms these standards specifically dictate: initial training courses required, in-
service training hours, equipment utilized, specialties within the teams.

 The Province has identified three levels of tactical response for police agencies within 
Ontario.  1. Preliminary Perimeter Control and Containment 2. Tactical Unit  3. Hostage 
Rescue Team.  Each one has it’s own level of training and equipment required to maintain.

 Kingston ERU is considered a Tactical Unit at the present time.





Present day

 ERU is comprised of 12 “full-time” members and a team Sergeant who are 
on their own shift schedule.  Officers train weekly and are then on frontline 
duties assisting the patrol division with every type of call imaginable. 
There are presently two alternate members who are fully trained and are 
assigned to a patrol shift. In-service training hours equate to roughly 600 
hours per year outside of any basic tactical or specialty courses.

 We complete our own selection process in-house and are looking for 
motivated, physically fit individuals who are dependable, calm under 
stress, problem-solvers, who are willing to take on the extra 
responsibilities required with their jobs.

 Initial training consists of a Basic Tactical Officer’s course which is 
anywhere from 6 to 10 weeks in duration. Members then can take on 
additional specialties within the unit which requires further courses, 
equipment and monthly training. All members also complete the Hostage 
Rescue Course subsequent to their BTOC. 

 These range from: Rappel, Breaching, Less-lethal, Use of Force, Crisis 
Negotiations, Various weapons armorers, Marksmanship/Observer/  
Leadership, RPAS (drone), Shield, Search, Search Manager etc.

 Equipment has improved over the years which allows us to do our jobs 
more safely and effectively.  Body armor, helmets, weapons, electronics, 
and the recent acquisition of our Armored Rescue Vehicle in 2021. 



TRAINING…………





Work
 At present the ERU conducts approximately 50 to 100 specific tactical calls per year.  2022 

the team responded to 68 of these types of calls and so far this year it is at 35 calls.  This is 
in addition to the training required and the officers assisting patrol division with hundreds of 
‘routine’ calls for service each year. Types of calls:

 High-risk weapons calls. Calls in progress, arrests, investigations from patrol, CID.

 Barricaded individuals  (such as the stabbing incident on Fraser St two weeks ago)
 Executing high-risk search warrants for drugs or firearms – assisting our Drug Enforcement 

Section and Street Crime Unit.
 High-risk court or prisoner security.  Ie Michael Wentworth trial or prisoner security for 

shooting victim from Collins Bay this year.

 High-risk K9 back-up for armed individuals
 Missing person searches – we have two trained search managers that are able to organize 

and conduct large scale ground searches of lost/overdue individuals or physical evidence 
searches. We have completed 3 evidence searches this year in regards to homicide 
investigations.

 Assisting outside agencies with tactical assistance.  Kingston has helped our partner 
agencies over the years including: Toronto, Durham, Belleville, Brockville, OPP and Cornwall.  
Search warrant last week in Cornwall to assist the Biker Enforcement Unit with their project 
involving a shooting with outlaw motorcycle gang members recently.









 The ERU works hand in hand with our command triangle which also 
includes incident commanders, and crisis negotiation teams. Contrary to 
what many may think, our mission is to complete every call utilizing the 
least amount of force necessary.  Much of our training is dedicated to 
keeping everyone involved safe and being able to resolve it peacefully.  The 
training, equipment and selecting the right individuals to do this job is key 
to us being able to do this on a daily basis.

 It is certainly busier than when I started in 1999 when we responded to 
approximately 15 calls per year. I do see an emerging trend of handguns 
being seized during the execution of drug warrants. We have had a number 
of these seized this year.

 A notable call would be last September when we responded to a 
barricaded individual on Princess St who had randomly stabbed a person 
on city Transit.  During the ensuing standoff one of our ERU members was 
shot at with a high-powered rifle and stuck with a bullet fragment in the 
arm.  Despite the inherent danger and prolonged incident, the suspect was 
ultimately negotiated out and safely taken into custody.  That is the main 
goal of our unit and I am proud to say that the officers do a great job every 
day for the citizens of Kingston





Questions………?
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